Madrid 29-04-2022

In the current 2021-2022 season, the Spanish Association of Veterans highlights this season a
collaboration agreement with the Royal Spanish Fencing Federation.
The Federation has understood the great knowledge that the AEVE has about this group: needs,
management of competitions, responsibility, commitment to the member, preparation of
rankings, preparation of competitions, search for organizing clubs and regional federations...
For this reason, in June of last year it decided that the best option would be to manage the
Spanish fencing veterans together with the AEVE.
A joint circuit of competitions has been drawn up with 50% responsibility for each of the agents
that manage it.
Currently, there are 150 (approx.) fencers in these all-weapons competitions.
The participation and the quality of the competitions have been increased.
The Federation maintains the Spanish Championship as its exclusive event and the AEVE has the
AEVE Cup as its exclusive event.
The Federation has the management of the World Championship and the AEVE has exclusively
the management of the participation in the Cto. of Europe and the European Circuit of Veterans.
The fact that AEVE has a European Veterans Circuit competition and that it is the one that
manages the participation of fencers in the Circuit, has increased the prestige of our Association
and of EVF in Spain.
AEVE makes veteran fencing management more agile and more effective. The fencers recognize
in it its effectiveness, efficiency and productivity.
There is a good number of AEVE fencers committed to the European Veterans Circuit
participating in scheduled competitions.
We are constantly working on improving the product we offer. In this order, we have asked to
add the épée competition to the Madrid Cup 2022. All the evaluations that we have received on
the saber have always been very good both in public and in private and that is why we want to
extend it to another weapon and in time.
We are receiving fencers from other countries in our competitions: mainly Portugal and France.
We also have European fencers living in Spain who participate in our competitions with a Spanish
license.
The fact that Spain is a country of residence allows veteran foreign shooters to come to our
competitions.
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It is an honor for the Association to be able to say that there are foreign fencers and some
nationals who prefer to be members of the AEVE and participate in our tests than in those of a
national nature. This season, by having a joint circuit, this has been balanced.
We continue to increase partners. In Spain, there is a proportional number of veterans' licenses
with respect to the national total, similar to that of other countries. The normal thing is that the
veteran fencer reaches this group without having practiced fencing in his youth. One of our goals
is to get fencers who finish their senior competition period to continue in the senior competition
as something 'normal'.
We found that the individual European Championship season has more loyal members than the
European Team Championship season. In this line, we are working so that EVF is always an
attractive product regardless of this point. It is true that the European Circuit is helping to
achieve this.
On the other hand, our fencers appreciate that the European Championship (and the World
Championship) schedules the competitions of active athletes on weekends.
We hope to continue working so that veteran fencing is a must in Spain.

Sincerely.
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